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Abstract
The role of edge turbulence in detached divertor plasmas is investigated. It is
shown that the edge turbulence, through poloidal transport of parallel momentum,
can produce a significant plasma pressure drop along the magnetic field lines to-
wards the divertor plate, a feature which characterizes the detached divertor plasma
regime.
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I. Introduction
Detached divertor plasma regime has been observed in many tokamak exper-
iments around the world'-. It is characterized by strong radiations from the X-
point region, very low plasma density and temperature in front of the divertor plate,
and steep plasma pressure drop along the magnetic field lines towards the divertor
plate. Due to the very low heat load onto the divertor plate, the detached diver-
tor plasma regime has been considered to be a promising scheme for the design of
the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) divertor. Conven-
tionally, the steep plasma pressure drop observed in the detached divertor plasma
regime has been attributed to plasma-neutral interactions in the divertor chamber5 .
However, it has recently been pointed out' that such mechanism may be ineffective
at low plasma densities where the plasma-neutral interaction is weak, and for such
a case, an alternative mechanism involving plasma E x B drift has been proposed6 .
For the E x B drift effect to be important, it is crucial that the E x B drift induced
plasma flow has a poloidal component which produces a non-vanishing perpendicu-
lar particle flux divergence, namely, Vi -(nV±) # 0, where n is the plasma density,
and Vi is the E x B drift induced perpendicular plasma flow velocity. Through
particle conservation, this non-vanishing perpendicular particle flux divergence will
give rise to a parallel particle flux that has a finite correlation with the poloidal
flow. The nonlinear inertial force along the field lines due to this finite correlation
(Reynolds stress) will then balance the plasma pressure drop. In Ref.6, the poloidal
flow component that produces the non-vanishing perpendicular particle flux diver-
gence is due to a time-independent sheared radial electric field which depends only
on the radial coordinate. Since plasmas in the tokamak edge region (including the
scape-off-layer and the divertor chamber) are strongly turbulent and the turbulence
induced cross-field particle flux has a non-vanishing divergence (turbulent particle
transport), the edge turbulence may also play an important role in producing the
observed steep plasma pressure drop along the field lines. It is the aim of this paper
to investigate the role of edge turbulence in producing such a plasma pressure drop.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec.II, a parallel momentum
balance equation including the effect of turbulence is derived. In Sec.III, the prop-
erties of edge turbulence in an open-field-line geometry is discussed. In particular,
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we will focus on the ITER relevant poloidal divertor configuration in which the
poloidal rather than the toroidal field lines intersect the divertor plates. In Sec.IV,
we will present a calculation of the turbulence induced nonlinear inertial force. In
Sec.V, we will calculate the turbulence driven plasma pressure drop along the field
lines. In Sec.VI, we will summarize and discuss the implications of the results.
II. Parallel Momentum Balance Equation
For simplicity, we consider a one-fluid plasma model where the plasma motion
is described by the time evolutions of the plasma density n, velocity V, and pressure
p:
a n+V-(nV) =0 (1)at
'9 JxB(2
Mn( V + V -VV) = -Vp + J
p + V - Vp = 0 (3)
where V = V11 b + V , V is the parallel plasma flow velocity, b = B/B is a unit
vector in the direction of the magnetic field B, V 1 = (c/B 2 )E x B is the E x B
drift induced perpendicular plasma flow velocity, E = -V4 is the electric field, 0
is the electrostatic potential, M is the ion mass, J is the plasma current density.
To focus on the effect of turbulence, we have neglected the effects associated with
the plasma-neutral interactions and the impurity radiations that may be present in
the edge plasmas. We will also neglect the effect associated with the equilibrium
electric field. The (ITER relevant) poloidal divertor configuration is shown in Fig.1,
where x is the radial coordinate, y is the poloidal coordinate and z is the toroidal
coordinate. The poloidal field line is assumed to intersect the divertor plate at right
angle. The poloidal length between the two plates is LY and the poloidal positions
of the two plates are at y = Ly,/2 (outer plate) and y = -L,/2 (inner plate).
Multiplying Eq.(1) by MV, adding it to the parallel component of Eq.(2), and
taking a statistical average over fluctuation time and spatial scales, we have:
a (MnViI) + V - (MnVl V) = -VII(p) (4)
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where (...) indicates averages over fluctuation scales. Integrating Eq.(4) in the
radial (x) direction between the side walls of the divertor chamber, and ignoring
the spatial variation of the averaged quantities in the toroidal (z) direction, i.e.
V -(MnVj V) = a(MnVj1 V )/x + a(MnV1 V)/y, we have:
dx(MnVj1 ) + dx(MnVj1 Vy) = -VII dx(p) (5)
Eq.(5) describes the temporal evolution of the total parallel momentum flux towards
the divertor plate. We decompose n and V into a sum of an equilibrium and a
fluctuating part: n = no + ii, V1 = Vj1o + Vj1, and V, = (Bp/B)Vo + V., where the
subscript '0' refers to the equilibrium quantities, and '-' refers to the fluctuating
quantities, Bp and B are the poloidal and total magnetic field strength. Noting that
(VI) = 0, (Viy) = 0, (h) = 0, and V11 = (Bp/B)&/8y, Eq.(5) reduces to:
a V2n+V B
dxMnoVjjo = -Vf dx[po + Mno110 + -Mno(Vjjiy) +MVjo(h 1 )] (6)
In the above equation, the first two terms on the right-hand-side are the conventional
pressure force and inertial force respectively, the last two terms which are propor-
tional to (ViVj) and (hf9jj) respectively are the turbulence contributions. Physically,
they represent the poloidal transport of the parallel momentum. The calculation
of these terms will be presented in Sec.IV. In Eq.(6), a term proportional to (iVY)
has been neglected because it will be shown later that h and f, are completely out
of phase for a typical turbulence fluctuation.
III. Fluctuation properties in open-field-line geometry
Due to the open field line geometry in the tokamak scrape-off-layer, plasmas
have different boundary conditions compared with the core. Specifically, the usu-
al periodic boundary condition in the poloidal direction is replaced by the sheath
boundary condition, namely, the plasma current from the bulk has to match the
sheath current at the divertor plates. This will have a profound impact on the tur-
bulence dynamics because the boundary conditions determine the spatial structures
of the turbulence and the type of instabilities that may take place.
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From Ref.7, the parallel current on the plasma side of the sheath (parallel
sheath current) is given by:
j 1sh Y Lv = enh( Vi - e + 1 (VE - C 1)} (7)11=2 2 V/7 e tan a Ben ax
where the + and - sign refer to the current at the outer (y = L,/2) and the inner
plate (y = -L,/2) respectively, V, which is close to the ion sound speed, is the
average parallel velocity of the ions approaching the plate, Vie is the thermal speed
of the electrons, 0 is the potential drop across the sheath; if we set the potential
at the plate equal to zero, then 0 is the plasma potential near the divertor plate;
VE = (c/B)(q5/&x) is the y-component of the plasma E x B velocity, pe is the
electron pressure, and a is the angle at which the magnetic field line intersects the
plate (see Figure 2).
On the right-hand-side of Eq.(7), the first term represents the contribution
from the ions, the second term represents the contribution from the small number of
the electrons that have enough energy to overcome the potential barrier and reach
the plate, and the last two terms represent the contributions from the majority
of the electrons which are reflected back by the sheath potential. To determine
the equilibrium potential 0o, one need to calculate the normal current (current
perpendicular to the plate) on the wall side of the sheath Jva.l* The process involves
calculations of the electron and ion surface current. The result7 shows that Jwa is
just the normal projection of J h, i.e. jall = Jh sin a. From J = 0 can be
determined: 00 ~- A(Te/e), where A ~ 3 - 5 is a numerical factor. The perturbed
parallel sheath current near this equilibrium can then be obtained from Eq.(7):
~ Vh ed
± = en(±Vi - V ) (8)
_2 tan aT,
where V = VE + VP* + V4, VEK = (c/B)(q0o/Ox) is the equilibrium E x B flow,
V* = -(c/eBn)(ape/9x) is the equilibrium electron diamagnetic flow, and V4, =
-(cT/eB)(q5/&x) is the perturbed E x B flow. For simplicity, we have neglected
terms corresponding to perturbations in the plasma density n, and the electron
temperature T in Eq.(8). It can be shown that inclusion of these terms will not
change our conclusion.
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From the Ohm's law, the parallel current from the bulk of the plasma is:
j =-i (9)
where o11 = noe2 /meve is the Spitzer conductivity, v, is the electron collision fre-
quency, and me is the electron mass. Again, perturbations in n and T are ignored
in Eq.(9).
Matching J' with Ih at the divertor plates (y = ±L,/2), we have the sheath
boundary condition:
11 = Ji.h =L (10)
The above equation has to be satisfied for arbitrary time t and toroidal coordinate
z. Since the perpendicular current on the plasma side of the sheath (perpendicular
sheath current) has exactly the same form as the perpendicular current from the
plasma bulk, i.e. the polarization current plus the diamagnetic current, the conti-
nuity of the perpendicular current on the plasma side of the sheath is automatically
satisfied. Therefore, the relationship between q and its derivative determined from
Eqs.(8)-(10) is unique.
Equation (10) has an important implication, namely, the fluctuations should
have a standing wave structure in the poloidal direction (y) rather than a propagat-
ing wave structure. More precisely, the fluctuations should have a standing wave
structure in y in the moving frame (the reference frame that moves with the plasma).
In the following, we will explain this point in detail. Let's consider a potential fluctu-
ation with a propagating wave structure in y: q(x, y, z, t) = q.1 (x) cos(kyy-wt+6k,),
where k. is a poloidal wave number, w is a wave frequency, and bk, is a phase angle
which accounts for the poloidal asymmetry of induced by the plasma flows. To
simplify the analysis, we have neglected the toroidal variation of q. Substituting
this expression for into Eqs.(8), (9) and (10), we have:
at y = Ly/2
(V - Vd) cos(ky LY - LIA + bk,) x, kii sin(ky -"- - Wt +6) (11)tan a 2 2
at y = -Ly/2
(-Vi - V ) cos(-ky L - Wt + k, =Xe ki sin(-ky j - Lf + b,) (12)tan& a 2 2t6 3 )-t 6 ~
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where ki = (Bp/B)ky, and Xe = Vte/ve. Adding and subtracting Eq.(12) to and
from Eq.(11) respectively, we have:
[Xe k1  cos(ky Li-) + Vi sin(ky -)] sin(bk, - wt)
2a L
L 4 L
+vd cos(ky'C 5 kzi -Wt) = 0 (13)
+tan& ao~~ 2i
[Xe k sin(ky ) - Vi cos(ky Y)] cos(bk, - WO
V L
-a V sin(k, ') sin(Sk, - wt) = 0 (14)
tan a2
For arbitrary time t and toroidal position z, Eqs.(13) and (14) can only be satisfied
when w = 0, i.e. the potential fluctuation has a standing wave structure in the
poloidal direction. At this point, we like to comment that the electron temperature
gradient driven turbulence model discussed in Ref.8 only applies to magnetic field
configurations where the toroidal rather than the poloidal field line intersects the
material plate. Such magnetic field configurations include the poloidal limiter and
toroidal divertor where the material plate locates only at one toroidal position. In
such a case, the appropriate boundary condition in the poloidal direction is the
periodic boundary condition which allows the propagating wave solution in that
direction.
With w = 0, Eqs.(13) and (14) reduce to:
[Xek 1 cos(ky - ) + Vi sin(ky i-)1sin bk, + cos(ky -) COS bk, =0 (15)2 2 tan a 2
[X, kil sin(ky -"-) - Vi cos(ky -")] cos k, - V sin(ky - ) sin 6 k, =0 (16)2 2 tan a 2
From Eq.(15), we have:
tan = tan (17)
xekll + Vi tan(ky -)
Substituting Eq.(17) into Eq.(16), we have:
tan(kL,) = 2 Xe k1  (18)(Xeklj) 2 + ( 1 )2 - V2
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Eq.(17) determines the poloidal asymmetry of the perturbation and Eq.(18) de-
termines the allowable poloidal wavenumbers of the perturbation. In the following,
we will determine k, and 6k, for realistic plasma situations. Since Vi is of the order
of ion sound speed, Vi ~ C, = V(T + Te)/mi, and Vd ~ (cT,/eB)(&lnTe/&x) ~
C,(pj/A), where pi is the ion Larmor radius, A(>> pi) is the tokamak scrape-
off-layer width, for not too small a, we have Vi ;> Vd/tan a. For not too small
kij, we usually have: xekii > V. For instance, using the Alcator C-MOD edge
like plasma parameters: ne = 4.0 x 10 13 /cm 3 , T = 30eV, A = 2cm, and tak-
ing k1l = kyBp/B, Bp/B = 0.1, k, - kx ~ 1/A, we have: xekii/V = 59.2.
Physically, this means that the plasma current is much larger than the sheath
current. From Eq.(18), tan(kyLy) ~ 2Vi/Xekii << 1, hence kyL, - 17r, where
1 = 1,2,.... To determine k,,I we need to distinguish two different cases in which
I is either odd or even. For odd 1, tan(ky Ly /2) ~ -(xekil/V) - (Vi/XeklI). Sub-
stituting this into Eq.(17), we have tan 6k, ~ -(Vd/tana)(Xe k /V 2 ) > 1, hence,
6k, ~ 7r/2. For even 1, tan(kyLy/2) ~ V/Xekii << 1. From Eq.(17), we have
tanbk ~ -(V/tanaXekjj) << 1, hence, bk, ~ 0.
IV. Calculation of the nonlinear inertial force
In this section, a quasi-linear calculation of the nonlinear inertial force due
to turbulence will be given. The result obtained will be quite general because we
will not assume any specific turbulence drive as long as the fluctuations considered
satisfy the boundary conditions discussed in the last section. We decompose 4
into Fourier series: 4 = E>, &Y cos(kyy + 65k,), where &-,(X, Z, t) Oc e"S, -yi, is
the growth rate, and k, and bk, have been determined in the last section. The
perturbed E x B flow then has the form:
= Z(Vx)k, sin(ky y + 6k,)
k,
f = Z('&Y)k, cos(kyy + 4 1)
ky
where (V,)k, = (c/B)kyik,, and (y)k, = (1/ky)a(V,)k, /ax. From Eqs.(1)-(3), we
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have:
i = 1 k, sin(k. y + k,) (19)
ky
Vj1 = Z [ Y) sin(kIy + 6 k,) + (fi'j) cos(k, y + 6k,)] (20)
k,





(B, ky(1 ) Mnoyk, Pk
Pk (x)ky dPo
Yk, dx
Eq.(19) shows that (fif,) = 0 (a point mentioned earlier in Sec.II) because h and
f, are completely out of phase. In Eq.(20), the term that contains (Vj1)- will not
contribute to (V V,) and the term that contains (V1 )' will not contribute to (fi V1)
for the same reason. Thus, we have:
M= ( Vx) do dno
M11(0 1) =M * dx 2 1 (22)
Mno(1 ) y Bd(!)L- dpo (23)
4~ B ^ dx dx
Substituting Eqs.(22)-(23) into Eq.(6), the parallel momentum balance equation in
the presence of turbulence becomes:
f V 2 dno J2po
dxMnoVo = -VII dx[po + (MnV)o - (24)5i f f I ~ dX dX dX2 (4
where ps = (1/4) Zk [(x), /-y2]. It is interesting to note that the turbulence ef-
fect on parallel momentum transport is related to the radial gradients of the various
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equilibrium quantities. Thus, we expect that the turbulence effect on parallel mo-
mentum balance will be very important in regions where To, no or po have steep
radial gradients. Such regions are typical in the tokamak scrape-off-layer and diver-
tor chamber, particularly, near X-point. Here, we like to emphasize that although
the result is obtained using a quasi-linear calculation, it would be the same for
a nonlinear calculation if we replace the linear growth rate -y, by the nonlinear
decorrelation rate Awk,. At nonlinear saturation Yk, - AWk,
V. Plasma pressure drop along the field line
At steady state: a f dxMnoVilo/&t = 0, Eq.(24) implies that the quantity with
the integral sign is constant along the magnetic field line, i.e.
dVj2 dn d2_P
dx[pu + (MnoV 11)U + M( p ) - U )U]0V dn )d - d 2U
=J dx[p! +(MnoV~)d + M(pdx dx -(pA ] (25)
where the superscript 'u' and 'd' refer to upstream and downstream quantities
respectively. At upstream, Vj1o ~ 0, the second and third term on the left-hand-
side of Eq.(25) vanish. At downstream, Vi1 ~ NTo/M, the second and third
term on the right-hand-side of Eq.(25) become: f dx(MnoV 0)d = f dxpo, and
f dxM[p(dV'/dx)(dnodx)]d = f dx[p(dTo/dx)(dno/dx)]d, where To is the equi-
librium plasma temperature. We define:
1= dxpo (26)
1 d2poA, = dxp dx 2  (27)
A2 = I dxp d~o dno.(28)
P dx dx
Assuming that A, and A2 change slowly along the magnetic field lines, we then have
the plasma pressure drop given by:
P" - d - 1A2 (29)1 A
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From their definitions in Eqs.(27)-(28), we see that A1 and A2 are determined by the
spatial profiles of the plasma density, temperature and pressure. The spatial profiles
of these quantities are determined by the cross-field transport processes (anoma-
lous). For normal density and temperature profiles, both To(x) and no(x) decrease
as IxI increases assuming x=O at the separatrix. Hence, (dTo/dx)(dno/dx) > 0, i.e.
A2 > 0. If there is no heating source in the tokamak scrap-off-layer which is often
the case, d2po/dx2 will also be positive, i.e. A1 > 0. This will be true even if there
is a heating source as long as the heating source is less than the combined effect of
parallel heat transport and heat loss due to impurity radiations. Thus, the plasma
pressure drop will be enhanced by a factor (1 + A2)/(1 - A,) > 1 in the presence of
turbulence.
Using mixing length argument, we can estimate the magnitude of A1 ,and A2 .
At saturation, the turbulent decorrelation rate balances the linear growth rate:
'YkY - (Vx )ky /Axk,, where Axk is the mode width or correlation length. From
Eq.(27), we have: A1 = !(Axk,/Lp) 2 , where 0 < 0 < 1 is a factor determined
by the spatial correlation between po(x) and p(x), Lp is the plasma pressure scale
length. Usually, A2 is smaller than A, since po = noTo, i.e. the profile of po is
steeper than the profile of either no or To. For the special case where both no
and To have the exponential profiles, we can show that A1 ; 4A2 . In the tokamak
scrape-off-layer and the divertor chamber where no, To and po all have very steep
radial gradient (typically, LP ~ 1 - 2cm), the mode structures will be determined
essentially by the spatial profiles of these equilibrium plasma quantities except in
regions of extremely strong magnetic shear. Therefore, the most unstable mode
tends to occupy the largest spatial scale possible, i.e. Axk, L,, and the spatial
profile of M(x) will be well correlated with po(x), i.e. 3 <; 1. In such a case, A1 will
be close to 1, and the effect of edge turbulence on the plasma pressure drop along
the field lines is expected to be very important.
Exact calculations of A1 and A2 require knowledge of the spatial profiles of
no(x), To(x), po(x) and p(x). These can only be obtained either from experimental
measurements or by simultaneously solving coupled equations of plasma transport
and turbulence dynamics numerically in the tokamak scrape-off-layer, both of which
are beyond the scope of this paper.
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VI. Conclusions
In the ITER relevant poloidal divertor configuration where the poloidal rather
than the toroidal field lines intersect the divertor plate, turbulent fluctuations should
have a standing wave structure in the poloidal direction. Due to the presence of
E x B and diamagnetic flow, a poloidal asymmetry in the turbulent fluctuation
results. From the parallel momentum balance equation, the turbulence induced
plasma pressure drop along the field line has been calculated: pu -pd ~ fi/(1 - A,).
It is argued that Al can be close to unity in the tokamak scrape-off-layer and divertor
chamber where the equilibrium quantities no, To and po all have very short radial
scales (1-2cm). Hence, edge turbulence may play important roles in producing the
observed plasma pressure drop along the field lines in the detached divertor plasmas.
Future works will focus on detailed studies of the turbulence dynamics including
calculations of the fluctuation spectrum, saturation level and associated anomalous
cross-field particle and heat transport.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Flux surfaces of a tokamak plasma with poloidal divertor; x, y, z are
the radial, poloidal and toroidal coordinate respectively; y=O is at the top of the
tokamak, while y = Ly/2 and y = -Ly/2 are at the outer and inner divertor plate,
respectively; L, is the poloidal length between the two plates.
Figure 2. Schematic drawing of a magnetic field line intersecting the divertor plate
at a small angle a.
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